What is Mack’s® Audibles®?

- Mack’s® Audibles® is a wearable electronic product (PSAP) designed to amplify sound for those who may need an occasional volume “boost” to hear more clearly. 
  
  "A PSAP is a Personal Sound Amplifier - it is not a hearing aid.
- Mack’s® Audibles® are unique in that the sound amplifier is positioned in the ear canal, providing optimal volume and sound clarity where it matters most – in the ear.
- Clean, simple, fashionable design.
- Comfortable to wear. Easy to use.
- If your patients sometimes need to amplify the world around them in business, entertainment, educational or social situations, Mack’s® Audibles® are a simple solution to help them hear what they've been missing.

Mack’s® Audibles® Personal Sound Amplifier Technical Specs

- Easy-touch power button
- Raised, easy-to-use volume controls
- 2 listening modes
- Rotates to fit either ear
- Quick and easy battery replacement
- Includes 3 sizes of soft silicone ear tips for a perfect fit
- Direct-to-ear-canal sound enhancement

Digital and analog technology supplies clear, crisp sound enhancement

Maximum output = 116 dB (limits loudest sounds)

Powerful sound gain = up to 43 dB

Total harmonic distortion = <3 dB

Two listening modes for louder or quieter environments

Fits either ear